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There is absolutely no doubt that a user needs to consider several factors before selecting any web
hosting service. Among those factors the choice of server is something that needs to be thoroughly
reviewed. A web server plays a very critical role in the field of web hosting. There are several kinds
of servers available to host a website, such as shared server, dedicated server, Cloud Server and
VPS Server. The main aspect that a user needs to consider while choosing the hosting server is its
uptime assurance.

VPS Server refers to a group of machines that enable its users to use different servers. It is
basically multiple servers running within a server. Users of these servers enjoy the benefits of a
private server without having to assume costs of a dedicated server. VPS Hosting basically allows
the hosting service provider to create numerous virtual servers from one physical server. Once a
user decides to go for this kind of hosting he gets to enjoy the benefits that are almost identical to
dedicated hosting. In this hosting plan a user gets to share server resources with other customers.
VPS Hosting is mostly recommended to users who do not want to go for a shared hosting plan and
cannot afford to go with a dedicated hosting plan.

Cloud Server hosting can simply be defined as a hosting service, which functions when several
servers are joined. In this type of web hosting package multiple servers are clustered together to
provide resources to its users. There are several advantages that a user gets to enjoy with a Cloud
Hosting plan. It is known to be highly cost-effective, as servers that are used in this website hosting
plan run very efficiently. The servers used in this hosting plan are also considered extremely
scalable and flexible. This hosting package also allows its user to share and manage large amounts
of data very effectively. In this hosting plan a website has several server resources; the failure of
one server does not affect the safety or availability of the website. Another attractive feature of this
hosting plan is that a user does not need to upgrade his server needs, unlike other hosting plans.

Cloud Hosting in India has rapidly become very popular option over shared and dedicated hosting
plan. The advantages it comes along with have made it a very desirable solution for almost all types
of enterprises.
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